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SESSION LEARNING OBJECTIVES
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- Ensure we all have a common baseline knowledge of 
- USAID’s environmental compliance requirements over the program 

cycle, including roles and responsibilities
- Why a systematic environmental compliance process is necessary
- The EIA process and concept on which the requirements are based
- 22 CFR 216’s specific implementation of the general EIA process
- 22 CFR 216 documentation & EMMPs
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USAID’S ENVIRONMENTAL PROCEDURES: 
3 KEY COMPONENTS

Federal regulation and legal requirem
ents

USAID Environmental Procedures

• Federal statute, regulation and 
executive order

- 22 CFR 216, underpinned by NEPA

- FAA Sections 117, 118, 119

• Agency Operating Policy 

- Automated Directives System (ADS)

• Best Practices Required via approved 
Reg 216 documentation*

- Environmental Mitigation and 
Monitoring Plans (EMMPs)

- Including environmental compliance as 
part of regular project reporting

*draft revised ADS204 now entering agency review will require EMMPs, 
environmental compliance reporting & other best practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reg. 216 specifies USAID’s pre-implementation EIA process. It is almost completely silent on how the outcomes of the EIA process are carried forward into solicitation, award and implementation. It is also silent on how environmental considerations are to be taken onboard earlier in the design process.  These requirements are established by the ADS, which also specifies _how_ the agency implements Reg 216.



• The procedures apply to all 
USAID-funded and USAID-
managed programs and 
activities. Including:

– Substantive 
amendments or 
extensions to ongoing 
activities

– Non-project assistance

• Exemptions are very 
limited, principally disaster 
assistance. (216.2(b);  ADS 
204.3.10)
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SCOPE 



1970: NEPA. 
US Congress passes National Environmental Policy 
Act—world’s first national EIA law*

Requires USG agencies to assess the potential 
environmental and social impacts of their actions

Early 1970s: 
USAID resisted implementation of NEPA

Unsafe use of the pesticide malathion by 
USAID/Pakistan project-- 5 dead, 100s poisoned

Consortium of US NGOs sued USAID to force it to 
comply with NEPA

Dec 1975: In court settlement, USAID agreed to 
develop procedures for NEPA implementation that 
became 22 CFR 216.

The mandate was reinforced: 
1979: Presidential Executive Order requires USG 
agencies to comply with spirit of NEPA in overseas 
activities

1985: Foreign Assistance Act EIA mandate

*National EIA requirements
are now nearly universal
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ORIGINS & MANDATES  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
USAID’s justification for resisting implementation of NEPA was that it had no US domestic programs.The basis of the original lawsuit is why so much of Regulation 216 concerns pesticidesSection 117 of the Foreign Assistance Act, as amended in 1985/86, requires that(c)(1) The President, in implementing programs and projects under this chapter and chapter 10 of this part, shall take fully into account the impact of such programs and projects upon the environment and natural resources of developing countries. Subject to such procedures as the President considers appropriate, the President shall require all agencies and officials responsible for programs or projects under this chapter— to prepare and take fully into account an environmental impact statement for any program or project under this chapter significantly affecting the environment of the global commons outside the jurisdiction of any country, the environment of the United States, or other aspects of the environment which the President may specify; and to prepare and take fully into account an environmental assessment of any proposed program or project under this chapter significantly affecting the environment of any foreign country. Such agencies and officials should, where appropriate, use local technical resources in preparing environmental impact statements and environmental assessments pursuant to this subsection. 



OVERVIEW: ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
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USAID Implementing Partners
Assures approved Reg. 216 
documentation in place. 

Establishes/approves 
environmental mitigation & 
monitoring conditions. 

Oversees compliance with 
these conditions, a core part 
of AOR/COR responsibilities. 

Implement environmental 
management conditions 
established in Reg. 216 
documentation.

Report on implementation to 
USAID. 



RESPONSIBILITIES WITHIN USAID
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Project Design Team Lead; 
AOR/COR if designated: assures 
approved Reg. 216 documentation is in 
place prior to obligation/implementation.

MEO, REA:  Advice; quality gatekeepers 

Mission Director.  Approves Reg. 216 
documents.  Ultimately responsible for 
compliance

BEO.  Concurs on Reg. 216 documents; 

AOR/COR or AM. Oversees 
compliance with IEE/EA conditions; 
makes sure activities stay within the 
scope of approved Reg. 216 
documentation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technically under Reg. 216, the BEO “approves” scoping statements and “reviews and clears” EAs. In practice, they are approved as are RCEs and IEEs, with the mission director (or equivalent) clearing and submitting to the BEO. ----------------Picture:Under Section 118 of the Foreign Assistance Act, USAID must deny assistance for (A) the procurement or use of logging equipment, unless an environmental assessment indicates that all timber harvesting operations involved will be conducted in an environmentally sound manner which minimizes forest destruction and that the proposed activity will produce positive economic benefits and sustainable forest management systems; and (B) actions which significantly degrade national parks or similar protected areas which contain tropical forests or introduce exotic plants or animals into such areas. Also under Section 118 of the Foreign Assistance Act, USAID must deny assistance under this chapter for the following activities unless an environmental assessment indicates that the proposed activity will contribute significantly and directly to improving the livelihood of the rural poor and will be conducted in an environmentally sound manner which supports sustainable development: (A) Activities which would result in the conversion of forest lands to the rearing of livestock. (B) The construction, upgrading, or maintenance of roads (including temporary haul roads for logging or other extractive industries) which pass through relatively undegraded forest lands. (C) The colonization of forest lands. (D) The construction of dams or other water control structures which flood relatively undegraded forest lands. 



• A formal process for identifying:

– Likely effects of activities or projects on the environment, and 
on human health and welfare

– Means and measures to mitigate and monitor adverse effects

• Internationally relatively standardized, good practices well-
understood

• For USAID, defined by 22 CFR 216 and consistent with the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

EIA = ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

3/25/2019 Why Does Environmental Compliance Matter? 9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EIA is often referred to as ESIA: environmental _and social_ impact assessment. Because of how we use the term environment, the term EIA is inclusive of social impact assessment. While all EIA systems are slightly different in their details, the basic elements of the process and good practices are relatively standardized internationally, and well understood. Because USAID developed 22 CFR 216 to implement the requirements of NEPA (see “Origin and Mandates,” forthcoming) USAID’s implementation of the EIA process needs not simply to comply with the letter of 22 CFR 216, but must also be consistent with NEPA and its implementing regulations. 



GENERIC EIA PROCESS
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1

Screen the 
activity

Based on the 
natureof the 
activity what 

level of 
environmental 

review is 
indicated?

Conduct a 
Preliminary 
Assessment

A rapid, 
simplified EIA 
study using 
simple tools

(e.g. the 
USAID IEE)

ACTIVITY IS 
MODERATE
OR 
UNKNOWN
RISK

SIGNIFICANT 
ADVERSE 
IMPACTS 
POSSIBLE

SIGNIFICANT 
ADVERSE 
IMPACTS 

VERY UNLIKELY

ACTIVITY IS 
LOW RISK (Of its 
nature, very unlikely to 
have significant  adverse 
impacts)

ACTIVITY IS 
HIGH RISK (Of its 
nature, likely to have 
significant adverse 
impacts)

Understand 
Purpose and
Need: Why is 

the activity 
being proposed? 

Understand 
what is being 

proposed

BEGIN 
FULL 
EIA 

STUDY

*approval is CONDITIONAL on any mitigation
specified by the preliminary assessment being 
implemented

Document 
& submit 

for 
approval*

• Scope
• Evaluate baseline situation
• Identify & choose alternatives
• Identify and characterize 

potential impacts of proposed 
activity and each alternative

• Develop mitigation and 
monitoring 

• Consider social impacts, not 
just environment. Consider 
cumulative impacts, 

• Use PUBLIC 
CONSULTATION to help 
define scope and evaluate 
impacts

• Communicate and document 
throughout

Phase 1: Preliminary Inquiries Phase 2: Full EIA Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EIA is often referred to as ESIA: environmental _and social_ impact assessment. Because of how we use the term environment, the term EIA is inclusive of social impact assessment. While all EIA systems are slightly different in their details, the basic elements of the process and good practices are relatively standardized internationally, and well understood. Because USAID developed 22 CFR 216 to implement the requirements of NEPA (see “Origin and Mandates,” forthcoming) USAID’s implementation of the EIA process needs not simply to comply with the letter of 22 CFR 216, but must also be consistent with NEPA and its implementing regulations. 



• 1970 US National Environmental Policy 
Act response to domestic 
environmental incidents

• EIA now extends to:
– Infrastructure and economic development 

projects funded by the private sector & 
donors

– Analysis of policies, not just projects

• In many developing countries, EIA is 
the core of national environmental 
regulation

• Most countries & almost all donors 
(including USAID) now have EIA 
requirements
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT: 
A UNIVERSAL REQUIREMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points:About the beginnings of EIA: rooted in the environmental crisis that affected all industrialized economies in the 1950s/60s/70s. E.g.:* 1952 “Killer fog” kills 4,000 in London* 1963 Silent Spring documents the effects of DDT* 1966 Cuyahoga River burns for the 3rd time in Cleveland, Ohio, USALooking back from today, the causes were obvious: Population GrowthNatural Resource PressuresUrbanizationIndustrializationWhich combined to create unprecedented environmental damage with consequent effects on human health and welfare.EIA was one response: First national EIA requirements: 1970 US National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires EIA for US government projects.Other responses: regulation of industry, environmental treaties. . .EIA has an even more central environmental protection role in many developing countries than it does in the US and other wealth economies.:In the US and many wealthy economies, environmental management requirements for industry and infrastructure in operation are established by operating permits under media-specific pollution laws. For example, the Environmental Protection Agency requires environmental impact assessments as part of its policies.In many developing countries, operating requirements are established almost solely under the EIA process. 



The legal mandates aside,
Why be so formal? 

Don’t we know enough about development that we will “get things 
right” without a formal, EIA-based environmental compliance process? 

And why worry in the case of smaller-scale activities anyway?

12
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GETTING THINGS RIGHT ISN’T SO EASY, 
EVEN WHEN THE ISSUES ARE CLEAR

Open-air abattoir with a USAID-branded gate and 
uncontrolled effluent & waste disposal
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Getting things right is even harder when 
cause and effect are complicated

Ponds excavated 
for fill to build-up 
ground level in 
villages for flood 
protection

Ponds provided a 
source of organic 
carbon which settles 
to bottom of pond, 
seeps underground 
and is metabolized by 
microbes

creates chemical 
conditions that cause 
naturally occurring 
arsenic to dissolve out 
of the sediments and 
soils and move into 
groundwater

Created conditions for 
mass arsenic poisoning 
when villages switched 
from surface water to 
“cleaner” tube wells. 

Today ~3000 Bangladeshis die each year of 
As-induced cancer; 2 mn live with chronic 
As poisoning
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recent research in Bangladesh indicates that ponds excavated to provide soil to build-up villages for flood protection  provide a source of organic carbon, which settles to the bottom of the pond, seeps underground, and is metabolized by microbes. This creates chemical conditions that cause naturally occurring arsenic to dissolve out of the sediments and soils and move into groundwater.  (summary in MIT “CEE in Focus” Vol2No2 Spr 2010 of Jan 2010 Geoscience article (Harvey et al) (also the source of Bangladesh fatality and mortality stats above.) Arsenic: a potent & bio-accumulative poison�skin lesions, neurological disorders, skin lesions, heart & lung disease, cancerOccurs naturally in geologic formations and can move into groundwaterNo way to predict which formations contain arsenic. May be significant variations within an aquifer.Can be mobilized by human-induced changes to hydrology (mining, irrigation, flood control)In 1980s, widespread poisoning in Bangladesh/West Bengal (India) highlighted the issue 
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GETTING IT WRONG:
PATHWAYS TO ENVIRONMENTAL FAILURE

But most can be traced to 
common design problems

As the previous slides 
show, there are many 
ways to get things 
wrong

Common 
design 

problems

Ignoring 
economic-

enviro 
linkages

Failure to 
understand 

system 
complexity

Designing for 
average 

conditions

Failure to 
plan for the 
effects of 
increased 

scale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are some of the reasons why environmental failures might exist. Ask audience, do you have examples of any of these?
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YES, WE DO NEED A FORMAL, SYSTEMATIC PROCESS!

Why Does Environmental Compliance Matter? 16

Life-of-project 
environmental compliance is 
NOT just paperwork.

It IS a framework to assure:

• a systematic & systems 
approach

• prevention-orientation

• application of technical 
best practices 

with respect to environmental 
and social impacts and risk 
presented by agency-
funded/managed activity.

GOAL: Environmentally 
Sound Design and 
Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
----------------------------Picture: an illegal barge conducts suction dredging for Gold on the Pra River in Ghana. In foreground, a pile of sand from sand mining sits on the riverbank. Both practices have significant adverse effects on the river, which serves as a water source and fishery for many downstream communities. Processing with mercury then creates toxicological hazards. [M Stoughton/2012]--------------------“Effects of Suction Dredging on Streams: a Review and an Evaluation Strategy” By Bret C. Harvey and Thomas E. Lisle; Fisheries Habitat vol 23 No 8 August 1988. http://www.karuk.us/press/mining_pdfs/HarveyLisle%20Suction%20Dredging%20effects.pdf  “Suction dredging for gold is a small-scale mining practice whereby streambed material is excavated from a wetted portion of a river channel and discarded elsewhere. Suction dredges use high-pressure water pumps driven by gasoline-powered motors to create suction in a flexible intake pipe [commonly 75-300 cm (3 in-12 in) in diameter]. The intake pipe sucks streambed material and water and pass- es them over a sluice box that is usually mounted on a floating barge. Dense particles (including gold) are trapped in the sluice box. The remainder of the material is discharged into the stream and can form piles of tailings or spoils. Large boulders, stumps, and rootwads may be moved before excavating a site, and rocks too large to  enter the intake pipe are piled nearby. Dredging can vary  in area from a few small excavations to the entire wetted area in a reach and can exceed several meters in depth. 
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ACTIVITIES AND ACTIONS

WE TRY TO USE “ACTIVITY” as 
ADS 201 does—i.e. what the 
rest of the world calls a project

ACTIONS—the specific 
interventions implemented 
under an activity

a single action may have many 
components—e.g. the action of 
rural road rehabilitation entails 
survey, grading, materials 
sourcing. . .

22 CFR 216 threshold 
determinations are assigned at 
the action level. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This use of the term “action” is generally consistent with NEPA. However, in many national EIA contexts, “activities” are used to denote components of projects, 



22 CFR 216 PROCESS – SIMPLIFIED OVERVIEW
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Submit for MD & BEO Approval 

U
SA

ID

Initial Environmental Examination (IEE)

Negative 
Determination

Positive 
Determination

Request for 
Categorical 
Exclusion

Moderate or Unknown 
Impact

High Impact:
Low Impact/
Categorically 

Excluded
Exempt

Exemption 
Memo

Screen the action

Understand Purpose & Need | Understand the proposed action 

Implement in compliance with approved conditions

Negative 
Determination 

with Conditions

Scoping Environmental Assessment 
(EA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick overview of the USAID process:Depending on the risk category (low, medium or high), the process may end (RCE), proceed to a preliminary assessment (IEE), or to a full EIA study (EA, PEA), respectively.  (USAIDs terms in parentheses.)The preliminary assessment (IEE) is the most common pathway in the process. The purpose of a preliminary assessment/IEE is to allow the proponent to present analysis as to whether significant adverse impacts are reasonably foreseeable (or not) --- and to allow the reviewer to agree or disagree with those findings. If the preliminary assessment (IEE) DOES find that significant adverse impacts of the activity are reasonably foreseeable, the process proceeds to a full EIA study. Otherwise, the preliminary assessment (IEE) is the last stage in the pre-implementation EIA process, and any environmental mitigation and monitoring conditions defined by the preliminary assessment become required elements of activity implementation. (Note that in some cases there is a subsidiary review process following the preliminary assessment or full EIA study for individual activities within a larger overall project. This process is universally used in LAC. It is used sparingly in AFR.) 



“Emergency Action” as defined by 22 CFR 216 and ADS
No environmental review required, but anticipated adverse impacts 
should be mitigated. Process ends in Exemption Memo. 

SCREENING PROCESS UNDER REG 216
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1. Is the action 
EXEMPT?

Prepare 
Initial Environmental 
Examination (IEE)

NO

YES

YES

2. Is the action 
CATEGORICALLY 
EXCLUDED?

3. Is the action one “for 
which an EA is normally 
required”? (216.2(d))

No or not clear

NO

Start

Very low-risk; no USAID knowledge or control 
(within categories defined by 22 CFR 216)

Process ends in Request for Categorical Exclusion 
(stand alone or within an IEE)

YES

(1) ScopingEnvironmental Assessment; or (2) revise the 
action, or (3) conduct an IEE if it seems reasonable that 
technically straightforward mitigation can reliably keep 

impacts before the significant level.

For each action being addressed. . .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lays out the next slides and what we primarily cover here. Screening in the first step in the process, whether under Regulation 216 or other systems. Screening sorts proposed activities into risk categories by applying a set of simple criteria established by the specific law, regulation or policy. Screening does NOT require detailed analysis or extensive baseline data. It DOES require a basic understanding of what the proposed activity is, and where it will be undertaken. Screening under Reg 216 requires understanding the following: Exempt activities: 22 CFR 216 exempts “(i) international disaster assistance, (ii) other emergency circumstances, and (iii) circumstances involving exceptional foreign policy sensitivities.” (i) is clarified in ADS 204.3.10. Claiming exemption under (ii) or (iii) is very rare. Per 22 CFR 216, this requires USAID Administrator or AA approval following consultation with the President’s Council on Env. Quality, (CEQ), which oversees NEPA. See next slideCategorical exclusions: “Classes of actions” enumerated by 22 CFR 216 that usually pose intrinsically low environmental risks and/or over which USAID has very limited knowledge or control. These are found in 22 CFR 216.2(c)(2). NOTE: An activity may “fit” into a categorically excluded class, but if adverse impacts are reasonably foreseeable (including indirect adverse impacts),  the activity will NOT receive a categorical exclusion.  See slide after next“High Risk” Activities –. USAID uses the term “Environmental Assessment”—EA for the full environmental impact assessment



Request for 
Categorical 
Exclusion

CATEGORICAL EXCLUSIONS
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2. Is the action 
CATEGORICALLY 
EXCLUDED?

YES

• An action may “fit” into a categorically 
excluded class but if adverse impacts are 
reasonably foreseeable, the activity will 
NOT receive a categorical exclusion

• No categorical exclusions are possible when 
an activity involves support for procurement 
or use of pesticides (22 CFR 216.2(e)) 

Very low-risk; no USAID knowledge or 
control 

(within categories defined by 22 CFR 216)

ONLY actions fitting in a set of 15 
specific categories MAY qualify for 
categorical exclusions, including:
• Education, technical assistance, 

or training programs (as long as 
no foreseeable adverse 
impacts)

• Documents or information 
transfers

• Analyses, studies, academic or 
research workshops and 
meetings 

• Nutrition, health, family 
planning activities except where 
medical waste is generated 
directly or indirectly

Very low-risk; no USAID 
knowledge or control 

(within categories defined by 
22 CFR 216)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Categorical exclusions: “Classes of actions” enumerated by 22 CFR 216 that usually pose intrinsically low environmental risks and/or over which USAID has very limited knowledge or control. These are found in 22 CFR 216.2(c)(2). NOTE: An activity may “fit” into a categorically excluded class, but if adverse impacts are reasonably foreseeable (including indirect adverse impacts),  the activity will NOT receive a categorical exclusion.  22 CFR 216 has a section (22 CFR 216.3(b)) devoted to the special requirements that apply when support is provided to pesticide USE or PROCUREMENT. USAID defines “use or procurement” quite broadly. Use the following questions as discussion points:A technical advisor to the ministry of environment & energy with co-signature authority over mining concession awards?Mining has potentially very significant adverse impacts. And in this situation, USAID has significant control over the environmental management conditions that attach (or do not attach) to concessions, and where concessions are awarded --- and thus on these impacts and how they are managed. Midwife training in management of 3rd-stage labor?3rd stage labor results in significant quantities of medical waste that must be properly managed (blood, blood-soaked gauze, etc.). Failure in the training to address HOW this waste should be managed substantially increases the chance that it will be mismanaged. Credit support to large-scale agro-processing?Agro-processing has potentially significant adverse impacts, particularly related to water consumption and wastewater discharge. Credit assistance is intended to expand agro-processing. If there are environmental management deficits in the sector prior to expansion, there is a strong chance that they will persist under expansion, and the adverse impacts of the sector will grow. 



AN ACTION MAY “FIT” INTO A 
CATEGORICALLY EXCLUDED CLASS. . .
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Why would categorical exclusions 
NOT apply if USAID funds. . .

• A technical advisor to the ministry of 
environment & energy with co-signature 
authority over mining concession awards?

• Midwife training in management 
of 3rd-stage labor?

• Credit support to large-scale agro-
processing?

. . . but if adverse impacts are reasonably 
foreseeable,  the activity will NOT 
receive a categorical exclusion.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the following questions as discussion points:A technical advisor to the ministry of environment & energy with co-signature authority over mining concession awards?Mining has potentially very significant adverse impacts. And is this situation, USAID has significant control over the environmental management conditions that attach (or do not attach) to concessions, and where concessions are awarded --- and thus on these impacts and how they are managed. Midwife training in management of 3rd-stage labor?3rd stage labor results in significant quantities of medical waste that must be properly managed. (blood, blood-soaked gauze, etc). Failure in the training to address HOW this waste should be managed substantially increases the chance that it will be mismanaged. Credit support to large-scale agro-processing?Agro-processing has potentially significant adverse impacts, particularly related to water consumption and wastewater discharge. Credit assistance is intended to expand agro-processing. If there are environmental management deficits in the sector prior to expansion, there is a strong chance that they will persist under expansion, and the adverse impacts of the sector will grow. Pesticides: Reg 216 has a section (22 CFR 216.3(b)) devoted to the special requirements that apply when support is provided to pesticide USE or PROCUREMENT. USAID defines “use or procurement” quite broadly. ----------------------------------------Picture:Palm oil processing, Ghana. small-scale agroprocessing can have significant potential impacts that may require an EA. Credit: M Stoughton. 



“Emergency Action” as defined by 22 CFR 216 and ADS
No environmental review required, but anticipated adverse impacts 
should be mitigated. Process ends in Exemption Memo. 

SCREENING PROCESS UNDER REG 216
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1. Is the action 
EXEMPT?

Prepare 
Initial Environmental 
Examination (IEE)

NO

YES

YES

2. Is the action 
CATEGORICALLY 
EXCLUDED?

3. Is the action one “for 
which an EA is normally 
required”? (216.2(d))

No or not clear

NO

Start

Very low-risk; no USAID knowledge or control 
(within categories defined by 22 CFR 216)

Process ends in Request for Categorical Exclusion 
(stand alone or within an IEE)

YES

(1) ScopingEnvironmental Assessment; or (2) revise the 
action, or (3) conduct an IEE if it seems reasonable that 
technically straightforward mitigation can reliably keep 

impacts before the significant level.

For each action being addressed. . .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lays out the next slides and what we primarily cover here. Screening in the first step in the process, whether under Regulation 216 or other systems. Screening sorts proposed activities into risk categories by applying a set of simple criteria established by the specific law, regulation or policy. Screening does NOT require detailed analysis or extensive baseline data. It DOES require a basic understanding of what the proposed activity is, and where it will be undertaken. Screening under Reg 216 requires understanding the following: Exempt activities: 22 CFR 216 exempts “(i) international disaster assistance, (ii) other emergency circumstances, and (iii) circumstances involving exceptional foreign policy sensitivities.” (i) is clarified in ADS 204.3.10. Claiming exemption under (ii) or (iii) is very rare. Per 22 CFR 216, this requires USAID Administrator or AA approval following consultation with the President’s Council on Env. Quality, (CEQ), which oversees NEPA. See next slideCategorical exclusions: “Classes of actions” enumerated by 22 CFR 216 that usually pose intrinsically low environmental risks and/or over which USAID has very limited knowledge or control. These are found in 22 CFR 216.2(c)(2). NOTE: An activity may “fit” into a categorically excluded class, but if adverse impacts are reasonably foreseeable (including indirect adverse impacts),  the activity will NOT receive a categorical exclusion.  See slide after next“High Risk” Activities –. USAID uses the term “Environmental Assessment”—EA for the full environmental impact assessment
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“HIGH RISK” MEANS: 
• activities “for 

which an EA is 
normally 
required”* per 
22 CFR 216

• Activities for 
which FAA 118 
& 119 require 
an EA. 

EA DEFINITELY REQUIRED NOT CLEAR—
proceed to IEE

New 500Ha irrigation scheme Rehabilitation of 50Ha 
irrigation scheme

Major expansion of a 100MW thermal 
power plant & construction of new 

transmission lines

Mini-hydro installations of 
500 kw total

Widening 30km of a 2-lane road to 
6-lane tollway thru an urban area

Rehabilitation of multiple 
short segments of rural 
feeder road

Sections 118 & 119 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act 
REQUIRE an EA for. . 
Activities involving procurement or use 
of logging equipment

Activities with the potential to 
significantly degrade national parks or 
similar protected areas or introduce 
exotic plants or animals into such areas

*“Classes of actions. . . 
determined generally to 
have a significant impact 
on the environment”
(22 CFR 216.2(d))

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants should look up 216.2.(d) in their Reg. 216 booklets, to review “Classes of actions. . . determined generally to have a significant impact on the environment.” Note that per 22 CFR 216.2(d)(2) such activities are not automatically required to undergo an EA– “if the originator believes that the project will not have a significant [adverse] effect on the environment.” In such cases, and IEE may be conducted instead. An EA would only be required if the IEE resulted in a positive determination. (see next slide) 



RECORD SCREENING RESULTS AS YOU GO…

Activity* Exempt CatEx IEE Req’d EA Req’d

1. Small clinic rehabilitation X

2. Borehole Installations X

3. Training in patient record-keeping X

4. Construct provincial medical 
waste disposal facility

X

*Use a table like this. It helps.

24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking point:EACH activity in your program or project must be screened. Using a table like this can help you keep track of their progress through the screening process.



THEN, DEVELOP YOUR 
22 CFR 216 DOCUMENTATION. . .

Overall screening
results

22 CFR 216 
documentation required

All activities are exempt Exemption Memo

All activities
categorically excluded

Categorical Exclusion 
Request w/  TDM*

All activities require an 
IEE

IEE covering all activities w/ 
TDM*

Some activities are 
categorically excluded, 
some require an IEE

An IEE that:
 Covers activities for 

which an IEE is required 
AND

 Justifies the categorical 
exclusions

w/ TDM*

EA Required  Initiate scoping and 
preparation of an EA

CATEGORICAL 
EXCLUSION REQUEST
Very simple; 1-2 pages. 
Describes the activities. 
Cites 22 CFR 216 to 
justify the catex.

Initial 
Environmental 
Examination

. . .as determined by the outcome of your screening process

25*threshold determination memo (aka approval facesheet)



INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
EXAMINATION (IEE):
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A simplified EIA study using 
relatively simple tools that:

• Allows the preparer to determine 
whether or not significant adverse 
impacts are likely

• Allows the reviewer to agree or 
disagree these determinations

• Sets out mitigation and monitoring 
for adverse impacts

Outline per standard template. . .

1. Project/Activity Description
2. Baseline Environmental 

Information
3. Analysis of Potential 

Environmental Risk
4. Environmental Determinations*
5. Conditions and Mitigation 

Measures
6. Limitations
7. Revisions *includes CRM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of a preliminary assessment is to provide documentation and analysis that allows the preparer to determine whether or not significant adverse impacts are likely; allows the reviewer to agree or disagree with these determinations, and sets out mitigation and monitoring for adverse impacts. A typical Preliminary Assessment follows the outline on the slide – all 4 elements are mandatory. For each activity, it covers, a preliminary assessment has three possible findings: very unlikely to have significant adverse impacts; unlikely to have significant adverse impacts with specified mitigation and monitoring, and significant adverse impacts possible. With the last determination, you must proceed directly to a full Environmental Assessment study or re-design the subject activity(ies). Guide the participants through a brief exercise, with the following 3 examples:If you receive a proposal is to develop a curriculum for 6th graders to improve their English language skills, what level of environmental analysis would be required? (Very probably, low, regardless of the specific Environmental Impact Assessment system and thus the specific screening criteria being used.) Following the flow chart (2 slides previous) , what would you do in that case? (Document the decision and begin implementing the project.)If you receive a proposal to build a road through a national forest where there had never been a road before, what level of environmental review would you indicate? (Very probably high, regardless of the specific Environmental Impact Assessment  system and thus the specific screening criteria being used.) What would you do in that case? (Begin a full Environmental Assessment study.)If the proposal is to build latrines at a school, what level of environmental review would be necessary? (Most likely this would be a “medium risk” activity, regardless of the specific Environmental Impact Assessment  system and thus the specific screening criteria being used.) Thus it would proceed to a preliminary assessment. This will help you determine if the situation deserves more attention or not.) What would you assess? Remind the participants of the baseline characterization discussion. Make the point that one does not need to be an expert to do this level of screening. Common sense and basic knowledge will help you decide.Note that the preliminary assessment must not simply describe the proposed project, but its Purpose and Need. We will address this in more detail later. Mitigation is the implementation of measures designed to eliminate, reduce, or offset the undesirable effects of a proposed action on the environment. We will address mitigation in more detail shortly. Image credit: Training workers to properly install solar panels at health clinics in Rwanda provides clean energy and creates green jobs.



IEEs AND THEIR DETERMINATIONS

If the IEE 
analysis finds. . .

The IEE 
recommends a. . .

Implications
(if IEE is approved)

No significant adverse 
environmental 
impacts

NEGATIVE
DETERMINATION

No conditions. Go ahead. 

With specified 
mitigation and 
monitoring, no 
significant 
environmental 
impacts

NEGATIVE
DETERMINATION
WITH CONDITIONS

Specified mitigation and 
monitoring must be 
implemented

Significant adverse 
env. impacts are 
possible

POSITIVE
DETERMINATION

Do full EA or redesign 
activity. Conditions 
imposed by the EA must 
be implemented.

Not enough 
information 
to evaluate impacts

DEFERRAL
You cannot implement the 
activity until the IEE is 
amended

PLUS, the IEE will address any CATEGORICAL EXCLUSIONS 
carried over from the screening process. 
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For each action addressed, an IEE makes one of 4 
recommendations regarding its possible impacts:

A positive 
determination
triggers a full EIA

IMPACTS NEED NOT 
BE DIRECT. 
SIGNIFICANT ADVERSE 
INDIRECT OR 
CUMULATIVE 
IMPACTS WILL 
TRIGGER A PD. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants in this EA workshop should be quite familiar with IEEs. The structure and expectations regarding IEEs (USAID’s version of a preliminary assessment) are thus not explained. The focus is rather the mechanism (positive determination) by which they may lead to an EA. According to Reg. 216, “An Initial Environmental Examination is the first review of the reasonably foreseeable effects of a proposed action on the environment.”Like preliminary assessments in all EIA systems, the purpose of the IEE is to present the proponent’s analysis as to whether significant adverse impacts are reasonably foreseeable (or not) --- and to allow the reviewer to agree or disagree with those findings. If the IEE finds that significant adverse impacts are reasonably foreseeable, the activity is assigned a POSITIVE DETERMINATION, and the process proceeds to a full EIA Study. �



• Threshold Determinations (CE, 
ND, NDw/C, PD as documented in 
RCE or IEE) should be in place for 
PAD approval IF sufficient 
information is available

• Otherwise must be in place for 
activity approval, UNLESS threshold 
decision is formally deferred

• EAs must be completed and 
approved prior to activity approval, 
except in the case of deferral

• Deferrals MUST be resolved before 
funds can be expended on the 
subject action

TIMING OF REG 216 
DOCUMENTATION
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image Feeder road rehabilitation: Liberia



The IEE is posted to USAID’s 
environmental compliance database*

WHEN IEES AND/OR EAS ARE DULY APPROVED. . .

Recommended determinations & 
categorical exclusions become 

THRESHOLD DECISIONS

Conditions become REQUIRED elements 
of project implementation & monitoring 

(ADS 204.3.4(b))

Conditions are written into or referenced 
in solicitation & award documents (ADS 

204.3.4(a)(6))

AORs/CORs oversee implementation
(ADS 204.3.4(b))

*www.usaid.gov/our_work/environment/compliance/database.html
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the question arises, Reg 216 documentation for certain sensitive activities is not posted to the public database---but these exceptions are minimal. 

http://www.usaid.gov/our_work/environment/compliance/database.html


REG. 216 AT THE 
SECTOR/PAD LEVEL

Reg. 216 written for the project/activity level

But many RCEs/IEEs written at the Sector Portfolio/PAD
level 

• To better consider environment in program design

• To reduce number of 22 CFR 216 documents/actions 
required

RISKS: 
• failure to apply IEE at activity level; 
• actions within individual activities outside the scope of 

the IEE

Operating Units must have a system in place to assure 
conditions from high-level IEEs are applied at the activity 
level. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points:The danger is that “high level” IEEs are placed on a shelf, and not picked up again when the component activities of the sector program are designed, procured and move to implementation.  This failure is seen too often in the field. Because action descriptions in these IEEs are often quite general, it requires extra effort by the MEO or AOR/COR to “map” them to project-level actions , and determine which conditions apply. DEFERRALS should be used when too little is known about an activity at the PAD stage to undertake environmental review. This will still allow the project design/obligation process to move forward.PROGRAMMATIC IEEs or EAs can also be used. These establish overall conditions for activity implementation, but require a much simpler, shorter supplementary IEE or EA to be conducted once sites are known/actions are better defined. 



HOW IS A FULL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
DIFFERENT FROM AN INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
EXAMINATION (IEE)?
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A formal scoping process IDs 
issues to be addressed

Analysis of environmental 
impacts is much more detailed 

Alternatives* must be formally 
defined. The impacts of each 
alternative must be identified & 
evaluated, and the results 
compared. 

Public consultation is required

A professional team is usually 
required. *includes the project as proposed, the no action 

alternative at least one other real alternative

!

!

!

!

!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of the Environmental Assessment is informed decision-making----not to prevent projects with significant adverse impacts from going forward altogether. Image credit: M Stoughton; palm oil processing, Ghana. Small-scale agro-processing can have significant potential impacts that may require an Environmental Assessment.
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PURPOSE OF AN EA
Better-informed decision 
making via:

• Full-awareness of 
significant adverse 
environmental impacts—
and beneficial ones

• Consideration of 
alternatives that achieve 
purpose and need

Specify mitigation and 
monitoring actions to 
reduce adverse impacts of 
the chosen alternative.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of the EA is informed decision-making----not to prevent projects with significant adverse impacts from going forward altogether. ----------------------------------------Picture:Palm oil processing, Ghana. small-scale agroprocessing can have significant potential impacts that may require an EA. Credit: M Stoughton. 
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REG. 216 SPECIFIES 3 TYPES OF FULL EIA STUDUES

*The term in Reg. 216 is 
“Program Assessment”

Reg 216 does not discusses 
the content of the PEA in 
detail, simply stating: 
“To the extent practicable, the form 
and content of the PEA will be the 
same as for EAs.”

For activities affecting the 
US environment or the 
global commons.  

Environmental Impact 
Statement

ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT

Used to assess the 
environmental effects 
of a specific project or 
action

PROGRAMMATIC
ENVIRONMENTAL

ASSESSMENT*
Used to assess the 
environmental effects 
of a class of similar 
actions

EXAMPLE

An EA to evaluate a 
single irrigation or 
health clinic project 

EXAMPLE

A PEA to evaluate 
construction of 
multiple schools or 
sustainable forest 
management plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will use the term EA throughout this presentation, but the contents are equally appropriate to PEAs(Confusingly, an EA is NEPA ‘s term for a preliminary assessment, analogous to USAID’s IEE. )
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COORDINATION WITH 
HOST COUNTRY EIA PROCEDURES

Implications:

• Ideally, make one document to satisfy both USAID & host country 
requirements

• Requires up-front discussions with host country EIA agency. 

Note: Reg. 216 REQUIRES collaboration with host country 
“to the maximum extent possible” in developing EAs. 

The large majority of 
host countries now 
have EIA policies and 
procedures

Most projects that 
require an EA under Reg. 
216 will also require a full 
EIA under host country 
procedures

&1 2



UNDER HOST COUNTRY PROCEDURES, 
EAs ARE TYPICALLY REQUIRED FOR. . .

• Larger-scale infrastructure, e.g. water 
treatment facilities, dams, power plants 
and transmission lines; pipelines, roads, 
landfills, etc. 

• Other large scale programs with significant 
total biophysical impact, e.g., large 
agricultural programs; extensive use of 
pesticides in public health

• Large water draws. Activities resulting in 
significant withdrawals from fresh water 
bodies or aquifiers

• Sensitive areas. Construction or land 
conversion in protected areas, wetlands, 
critical habitat.

• Use of GMOs (Genetically modified 
organisms, including crops.) 
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BEO REQUIREMENTS ADDRESS GAPS 
IN REG. 216 EA REQUIREMENTS

• Reg. 216 does not 
– Require public consultation

– Clearly require an EMMP

• However, both are essential to make 
the EA effective—and usually required 
by host country procedures.

• USAID BEOs require these elements 
of good practice. 

!

www.saiea.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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KEEP IN MIND. . .

NEED should be identified NLT PAD stage
& funds set aside

EAs can lead to redesign, not just adding mitigations 

2-phase budgeting is required: the SOW for the EA is 
determined by the scoping process/statement

Activities to be covered by the EA cannot be 
implemented until EA is completed and approved.

As with IEEs, USAID takes full ownership of EAs once 
approved: they are USAID documents, not the 
contractor’s.

For EAs also submitted to host countries authorities: 
firm registration; fees; substantial involvement in EA by a 
local firm often required. 



• Mitigation is the implementation of 
measures designed to eliminate, 
reduce, or offset the undesirable 
effects of project activities on the 
environment.

• Monitoring is observation and 
measurement of environmental 
activities to determine if your 
mitigation measures are:

–Being implemented
–Sufficient and effective 

• An Environmental Mitigation and 
Monitoring Plan (EMMP) is a 
document that outlines mitigation 
measures and monitoring 
procedures for project activities

MITIGATION AND 
MONITORING

3/25/2019 38

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image credit: USAID/Pakistan. http://hhi.harvard.edu/content/usaid-washinghandstogetherjpg



PLANNING AND SPECIFYING MITIGATION AND 
MONITORING:  
THE EMMP

3/25/2019 Principles of Mitigation and Monitoring 39

• TRANSLATES IEE conditions into specific mitigation measures to implement 
IEE/EA conditions

• SETS OUT indicators/criteria for monitoring implementation & effectiveness 
of mitigation

• ESTABLISHES timing & responsible parties

• PRESENTED often in a table format. Formats are usually flexible but can be 
specified by the IEE. 

Climate variability and 
change can undermine 
project progress and 

increase risk, therefore 
must be considered 
when developing an 

EMMP. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key lesson learned from 40 years of worldwide Environmental Impact Assessment experience: implementation of environmental conditions requires EMMPs that are incorporated in work plans and budgetsEssentially, the EMMP provides a framework for environmental compliance by ensuring systematic implementation of IEE/Environmental Assessment conditionsClimate change is a constant process. Changes in baseline conditions due to climate change are likely to occur over the life of the project, so it is necessary to consider climate change throughout every step of the development of an EMMP. EMMP writing tips include: Respond only to specific IEE or Environmental Assessment conditionsUse clear, actionable language. Think of S.M.A.R.T. mitigation measures: Specific. Measurable. Achievable. Relevant. Time-oriented. IEEs often require use of “best practices.” Reference to standards you are using as a source of these practices. when you would like to apply best practices to the mitigation measures. Remember when you are building the plan that the responsible parties will need to interpret your plan and the clearer it is, the more effective it will be. Image credit: USAID



EMMP FORMATS

Standard template has been developed; AFR has not yet mandated 
it use. Regardless, EMMPs must include key elements below. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMMPs include: All the mitigation measures required by the IEE or Environmental AssessmentIndicators or criteria for monitoring their implementation & effectivenessWho is responsible for mitigation and monitoringActivities: Carry over those activities with conditions (e.g. “negative determination with conditions”)Adverse impactsMitigation measure: If well specified, excerpt directly from the IEE; if not well specified in IEE, define in better detailMonitoring Indicators/Criteria: To determine if mitigation is in place and effective (e.g., visual inspection for leakage around pit latrine; sedimentation at stream crossing, etc..)Monitoring and Reporting Schedule: e.g., monitor weekly, report in quarterly reports and more frequently under specified conditionsResponsible parties: variable, but accountability must be established. Additional sections that can be included are :Budgeting information. How much will a mitigation or monitoring measure cost? What is the LOE involved?A monitoring log section where mitigation implementation information or monitoring results are recorded. 



EMMP REVIEW AND 
APPROVAL

• EMMP is usually submitted and 
approved with the project work 
plan or PMP

• EMMP must be approved by the 
project COR or AOR

Must assure that EMMP is reflected 
in the workplan and budget

• Sometimes additional review or 
required clearance by the MEO, 
REA, or BEO per requirement of 
the IEE/Environmental Assessment 
or operating unit policy.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In some circumstances, EMMPs are submitted for approval with the IEE. Upslope diversion works in poor repair for an irrigation system in Haiti. Photo: Sun Mountain InternationalImage credit: USAID



ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE RESOURCES
• Database of approved 22 CFR 216 documentation: 

https://ecd.usaid.gov/

• ADS Chapters: https://www.usaid.gov/who-we-are/agency-
policy

• FAA 118/119 and 22 CFR 216: 
http://www.usaidgems.org/laws.htm

• All GEMS materials: http://www.usaidgems.org/

• Materials from this workshop and training calendar: 
http://www.usaidgems.org/overviewCalendar.htm

• Sectoral Environmental Guidelines: 
http://www.usaidgems.org/bestPractice.htm

• Visual Field Guides: 
http://www.usaidgems.org/fieldGuides.htm

• Social Impacts Resources: 
http://www.usaidgems.org/socialSectorAnalyses.htm

• EMMP Templates and Presentations:  
http://www.usaidgems.org/mitMonRep.htm

3/25/2019

“Good News” EA 
Case Studies: 
Illustrations of the
Value of EA in 
Development

www.saiea.com/
Case_study_book_0
9.htm  

https://ecd.usaid.gov/
https://www.usaid.gov/who-we-are/agency-policy
http://www.usaidgems.org/laws.htm
http://www.usaidgems.org/
http://www.usaidgems.org/overviewCalendar.htm
http://www.usaidgems.org/bestPractice.htm
http://www.usaidgems.org/fieldGuides.htm
http://www.usaidgems.org/socialSectorAnalyses.htm
http://www.usaidgems.org/mitMonRep.htm
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